






































BTOP Public Computer Center Detail Template

Complete the Public Computer Center Details worksheet attached to this application. Add rows as necessary to 
accommodate all of the Public Computer Centers that will benefit from this project.  All centers should be given a type 
from the specified list.  A Community Anchor Institution is considered a minority-
secondary educational institution with enrollment of minority students exceeding 50 percent of its total enrollment.  
Note that the calculated totals in bold will be needed to complete the PCC Capacity page of the application.    

The data provided via this template will be subjected to automated processing.  Applicants are therefore required to 
provide this attachment as an Excel file, and not to convert it to a PDF prior to submitting a copy of their application 
on an appropriate electronic medium, such as a DVD, CD-ROM, or flash drive.



Detail Template

Complete the Public Computer Center Details worksheet attached to this application. Add rows as necessary to 
accommodate all of the Public Computer Centers that will benefit from this project.  All centers should be given a type 
from the specified list.  A Community Anchor Institution is considered a minority-serving institution if it is a post-
secondary educational institution with enrollment of minority students exceeding 50 percent of its total enrollment.  
Note that the calculated totals in bold will be needed to complete the PCC Capacity page of the application.    

The data provided via this template will be subjected to automated processing.  Applicants are therefore required to 
provide this attachment as an Excel file, and not to convert it to a PDF prior to submitting a copy of their application 

ROM, or flash drive.



BTOP Public Computer Centers Detail Template

Title:

Easy Grants ID: 7020

Center Name Organization Address Line 1 City State Zip Facility Type
Minority Serving 

Institution Type

Pittsburgh CONNECTS-

Garfield

Bloomfield Garfield 

Corporation
5321 Penn Avenue Pittsburgh Pa 15224

Other Community 

Support Organization N/A

Pittsburgh CONNECTS-

Larimer/Homewood

Kingsley Association
6435 Frankstown Avenue Pittsburgh Pa 15206

Other Community 

Support Organization N/A

Pittsburgh CONNECTS-

Southside Hilltop

Centre Avenue YMCA
2621 Centre Avenue Pittsburgh Pa 15219

Other Community 

Support Organization N/A

Pittsburgh CONNECTS-Hill 

District
Hill House Association 1835 Centre Avenue Pittsburgh Pa 15219

Other Community 

Support Organization N/A

Totals:

Pittsburgh CONNECTS



Center Name

Pittsburgh CONNECTS-

Garfield

Pittsburgh CONNECTS-

Larimer/Homewood

Pittsburgh CONNECTS-

Southside Hilltop

Pittsburgh CONNECTS-Hill 

District
Totals:

Estimated 

# of Total 

Persons 

in 

facility's 

Service 

Area

Number 

of 

Broadban

d Stations 

Available 

(CURREN

T)

Number of 

Broadband 

Stations to be 

Replaced 

(PROPOSED)

Number of 

Broadband 

Stations to 

be Added 

(PROPOSED)

Number of 

Broadband 

Workstations 

Available 

(PROPOSED)

Facility 

Broadband 

Connection 

Speed 

(CURRENT 

MBps)

Facility 

Broadband 

Connection 

Speed 

(PROPOSED 

MBps)

Average 

Hours Open to 

Public Per 120-

hour Business 

Week 

(CURRENT)

Average 

Hours Open 

to Public Per 

120-hour 

Business 

Week 

(PROPOSED)

Average Hours 

Open to Public 

Per 48-hour  

Weekend 

(CURRENT)

Average Hours 

Open to Public 

Per 48-hour  

Weekend 

(PROPOSED)

Proposed # 

persons served 

per 120-hour 

business week 

(CURRENT)

Proposed # 

persons served 

per 120-hour 

business week 

(PROPOSED)

Proposed # 

persons served 

per 48-hour 

weekend 

(CURRENT)

Proposed # 

persons served 

per 48-hour 

weekend 

(PROPOSED)

28336
0 0 40 40 0 7 0 60 0 24 0 200 0 150

29593
0 0 40 40 0 7 0 60 0 24 0 200 0 150

31216 0 0 40 40 0 7 0 60 0 24 200 0 150

19204 0 0 40 40 0 7 0 60 0 24 0 200 0 150

108349 0 0 160 160 0.0 7.0 0.0 60.0 0.0 24.0 0 800 0 600

Weekend Number of Persons Served

Facility Broadband 

Connection Speed (MBps)Broadband Workstations

Weekday Hours Open to the 

Public

Weekend Hours Open to the 

Public

Weekday Number of Persons 

Served









































































































BTOP Public Computer Center and Sustainable Broadband
Detailed Budget

Please complete the Detailed Budget, breaking out individual line items under each category 
heading (add rows to each section as necessary to accomodate your line items).  Please ensure that 
line item total columns in the "General" and "Detail" sections are equal for each line item (a cell 
with a yellow highlight indicates an inconsistency).   Also, you may utilize the provided space for 
additional notes , if desired (there is also a Budget Narrative question in the application in which you will 
provide narrative detail on this budget).

Specifics needed for each cost category line item:

Personnel: For each position, list the number of positions, the location or geography of position, the 
job/task responsibilities for the position, the annual salary, and the percent of time a person filling 
the position will spend working on the proposed BTOP project. For lines with more than one 
position, the Quarters Employed field should represent number of quarters per person (e.g., for two 
employees each working for one year, Quarters Employed should be 4 rather than 8). 

Fringe: For each position, note the number of positions, the annual salary, the percent of time a person 
filling this position will spend working on the proposed BTOP project, and the fringe rate applied to 
the position. For lines with more than one position, the Quarters Employed field should represent 
number of quarters per person (e.g. for two employees each working for one year, Quarters 
Employed should be 4 rather than 8).

Equipment: List all equipment units required for the project and provide program purpose. For each line 
item, note the number of units and the unit cost. The multiple of these two factors will yield the 
total for that line item. For example, an Applicant planning to buy 100 laptops at $500/laptop would 
have a total line item cost of $50,000. Again, although unit costs may include cents, once multiplied 
by the number of units, the result must be rounded to the nearest whole dollar. Clearly separate 
Applicant equipment and user equipment, as indicated in the detailed budget template. When 
providing the unit cost indicate whether the unit cost has been impacted by a discount and for 
software equipment list specific package names.

Travel: For each trip list the program purpose of the trip, destination city and the number of people 
traveling. For each line item (e.g., trip), note the number of trips and the cost per trip. The multiple 
of these two factors will yield the total for that line item. For example, if the Applicant was 
accounting for 10 trips at $25 per trip, the total cost would be $250. The cost per trip should be 
justified on its own, not derived by dividing the line item total by the number of trips. Such a 
calculation will prompt further inquiry from the reviewers about justification for the trip cost. 
Rather, the total trip cost should be derived from the number of trips times the justifiable cost per 
trip.

Supplies: Separate supplies by item type, describing the program purpose or use. For each line item, note 
the number of units and the nit costs. The multiple of these two factors will yield the total for that 
line item. For example, an Applicant planning to buy 20 boxes of printer paper at $30/box would 
have a total line item cost of $600. Again, although unit costs may include cents, once multiplied by 
the number of units, the result must be rounded to the nearest whole dollar. 

Other: Separate item types; for awareness program cost items, such as ads, separate ad types (TV, 
radio, newspaper, etc) and include geography in which they will run.

Contractual: For each line item, identify the contractor and note the number of contracted hours of service 

and hourly rate, if applicable. For example, an Applicant planning to hire a technology consultant for 



and hourly rate, if applicable. For example, an Applicant planning to hire a technology consultant for 

100 hours at a rate of $40/hour would have a total line item cost of $4,000.

Indirect: Provide the indirect rate and basis used. In the space provided at the bottom of the page 
briefly explain the calculation used to derive the indirect costs (including the indirect rate and what 
is included in the basis).  If a negotiated indirect cost rate agreement exists and is being used, please 
identify the cognizant agency.  

The  category subtotals for this Detailed Budget should correspond to the data provided in your SF
424A, and both the SF-424 budget and this Detailed Budget should match the Federal Grant 
Request and Total Match Amount provided on the Project Budget page of the application. Please 
review both budget uploads, the budget narrative in the application, and the Project Budget page 
for consistency before submitting the application.  If you are a submitting a PCC project with an SF
424C instead of an SF-424A, the sections of this Detailed Budget will not align directly with 
categories of the SF-424C, but you should complete this Detailed Budget, allocating costs to the 
appropriate cost categories.  

The data provided via this template will be subject to automated processing.  Applicants are 
therefore required to provide this upload as an Excel file, and not to convert it to a PDF prior to 
upload.  Additionally, applicants should not modify the format of this file. 



Please complete the Detailed Budget, breaking out individual line items under each category 
heading (add rows to each section as necessary to accomodate your line items).  Please ensure that 
line item total columns in the "General" and "Detail" sections are equal for each line item (a cell 

Also, you may utilize the provided space for 
additional notes , if desired (there is also a Budget Narrative question in the application in which you will 

For each position, list the number of positions, the location or geography of position, the 
job/task responsibilities for the position, the annual salary, and the percent of time a person filling 

e.g., for two 

For each position, note the number of positions, the annual salary, the percent of time a person 
filling this position will spend working on the proposed BTOP project, and the fringe rate applied to 
the position. For lines with more than one position, the Quarters Employed field should represent 

List all equipment units required for the project and provide program purpose. For each line 
item, note the number of units and the unit cost. The multiple of these two factors will yield the 
total for that line item. For example, an Applicant planning to buy 100 laptops at $500/laptop would 
have a total line item cost of $50,000. Again, although unit costs may include cents, once multiplied 
by the number of units, the result must be rounded to the nearest whole dollar. Clearly separate 
Applicant equipment and user equipment, as indicated in the detailed budget template. When 
providing the unit cost indicate whether the unit cost has been impacted by a discount and for 

traveling. For each line item (e.g., trip), note the number of trips and the cost per trip. The multiple 

accounting for 10 trips at $25 per trip, the total cost would be $250. The cost per trip should be 
derived by dividing the line item total by the number of trips. Such a 

calculation will prompt further inquiry from the reviewers about justification for the trip cost. 
the justifiable cost per 

Separate supplies by item type, describing the program purpose or use. For each line item, note 
the number of units and the nit costs. The multiple of these two factors will yield the total for that 
line item. For example, an Applicant planning to buy 20 boxes of printer paper at $30/box would 
have a total line item cost of $600. Again, although unit costs may include cents, once multiplied by 

Separate item types; for awareness program cost items, such as ads, separate ad types (TV, 

For each line item, identify the contractor and note the number of contracted hours of service 

and hourly rate, if applicable. For example, an Applicant planning to hire a technology consultant for 



and hourly rate, if applicable. For example, an Applicant planning to hire a technology consultant for 

t the bottom of the page 
briefly explain the calculation used to derive the indirect costs (including the indirect rate and what 

exists and is being used, please 

The  category subtotals for this Detailed Budget should correspond to the data provided in your SF-
424 budget and this Detailed Budget should match the Federal Grant 

Request and Total Match Amount provided on the Project Budget page of the application. Please 
review both budget uploads, the budget narrative in the application, and the Project Budget page 
for consistency before submitting the application.  If you are a submitting a PCC project with an SF-

424C, but you should complete this Detailed Budget, allocating costs to the 

The data provided via this template will be subject to automated processing.  Applicants are 
therefore required to provide this upload as an Excel file, and not to convert it to a PDF prior to 



Easy Grants ID: 7020

Applicant: Wireless Neighborhoods

Project Title: Pittsburgh CONNECTS

SF-424A Object Class Category General Detail

a. Personnel - List position, number 

of staff, annual salaries, % time spent 

on project Position

Federal 

Support

Matching 

Support Total

# of 

Positions Salary

% Time Spent 

on Project

Quarters 

Employed Total

1 Executive Director $6,750.00 $12,000.00 $18,750.00 1 $65,000.00 19% 6.00 $18,750.00

1 Technology Coordinator $49,000.00 $3,500.00 $52,500.00 1 $35,000.00 100% 6.00 $52,500.00

1 Content Specialist $41,500.00 $3,500.00 $45,000.00 1 $30,000.00 100% 6.00 $45,000.00

$0.00 $0.00

Subtotal $97,250.00 $19,000.00 $116,250.00

b. Fringe Benefits - Include salaries 

and fringe rate. Position

Federal 

Support

Matching 

Support Total

# of 

Positions Salary

% Time Spent 

on Project

Quarters 

Employed Fringe Rate Total

1 Executive Director $4,266.00 $806.58 $5,072.58 1 $65,000.00 19% 6.00 27.05% $5,072.58

1 Technology Coordinator $11,945.00 $2,258.23 $14,203.23 1 $35,000.00 100% 6.00 27.05% $14,203.23

1 Content Specialist $10,239.00 $1,935.19 $12,174.19 1 $30,000.00 100% 6.00 27.05% $12,174.19

$0.00 $0.00

Subtotal $26,450.00 $5,000.00 $31,450.00

c. Travel - For significant costs, 

include details such as number and 

purpose of trips, destinations. Purpose of Trip

Federal 

Support

Matching 

Support Total # of Trips Cost per Trip Total

Local trips for the staff to regularly visit the 4 PC labs in various 

locations throughout the city at the IRS mileage rate of $.50 per mile

$0.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 500 $2.00 $1,000.00

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00

Subtotal $0.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00

d. Equipment Costs - List equipment 

with # of units and unit costs.  

Distinguish between equipment 

intended for applicant use versus 

equipment for the end user.  Equipment Description

Federal 

Support

Matching 

Support Total #Units Unit Cost Total
Applicant Equipment

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00

User Equipment

Standard Laptops Windows based laptops and netbooks for use by community 

members at  the Pittsburgh Connects computer labs - 36 per PC Lab

$46,800.00 $0.00 $46,800.00 144 $325.00 $46,800.00

Multimedia Laptops Macintosh laptops for use by residents for higher end multimedia 

production - 4 per PC Lab

$12,800.00 $0.00 $12,800.00 16 $800.00 $12,800.00

Smart Boards Smart Boards for four sites for delivering trainings to PC lab users $8,000.00 $0.00 $8,000.00 4 $2,000.00 $8,000.00

Printers 12 HP LaserJet M3035xs - 3 per site for each of the 4 PC labs $14,400.00 $0.00 $14,400.00 12 $1,200.00 $14,400.00

BTOP Public Computer Center and Sustainable Broadband Adoption

Detailed Budget Template

Page 5



Routers Cisco routers to manage and control all internet traffic in the labs $2,200.00 $800.00 $3,000.00 4 $750.00 $3,000.00

Laptop Cart 2 Mobile Laptop Carts per site to store and charge all of the laptops 

for end user use

$2,220.00 $2,580.00 $4,800.00 8 $600.00 $4,800.00

AirPorts Cisco Dual Band Wireless Access Points $2,450.00 $0.00 $2,450.00 4 $612.50 $2,450.00

Tables 25 Tables per site for each of the 4 PC sites for lab users to do their 

work 

$6,250.00 $3,750.00 $10,000.00 100 $100.00 $10,000.00

Table Chairs 75 Chairs per site for each of the 4 PC sites for the lab users to do 

their work

$15,000.00 $0.00 $15,000.00 200 $75.00 $15,000.00

Upolstered Chairs 3 Comfortable Chairs for each of the 4 PC sites for the lab users $2,400.00 $0.00 $2,400.00 12 $200.00 $2,400.00

Sofas 2 Comfortable Sofas for each of the 4 PC sites for the lab users $2,800.00 $0.00 $2,800.00 8 $350.00 $2,800.00

Other Smaller General Items to 

supports labs

This is to cover costs for mice, mouse pads, webcams, headphones, 

cat5 cable, and other general items to support the general operation 

of the labs, 

$3,200.00 $0.00 $3,200.00 1 $3,200.00 $3,200.00

Adaptive Technologies Each site may purchase slightly different adaptive technologies but 

generally this is for software and hardware to accommodate 

individuals with limitations to vision, hearing and mobility - $4,000 per 

site

$16,000.00 $0.00 $16,000.00 4 $4,000.00 $16,000.00

Subtotal $134,520.00 $7,130.00 $141,650.00

e. Supplies - List costs associated 

with materials/printing, curriculum, 

translations, and other supplies Description

Federal 

Support

Matching 

Support Total

#Units (If 

Applicable)

Unit Cost (If 

Applicable) Total

All of the supplies that will be required to operate 4 PC labs including 

pens, pencils, paper, printer toner, postage, envelops, folders, copy 

paper, writing paper, signage, bathroom and cleaning supplies and 

other items for 18 months

$40,000.00 $0.00 $40,000.00 $40,000.00

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00

Subtotal $40,000.00 $0.00 $40,000.00

f. Contractual - List contractors with 

purpose of contract, hourly rate or 

total fixed rate. Contractor

Federal 

Support

Matching 

Support Total

# Hours (If 

Applicable)

Hourly Rate (If 

Applicable) Total Contract

Various contractors hired to create education, health and employment 

content

$0.00 $20,000.00 $20,000.00 400 50 $20,000.00

Hill House Association - This group will receive these funds to hire 

the staff, pay for the cost of operating the PC Lab space including 

rent, telephone, marketing, staff and volunteer clearances, trainers, 

broadband services, and utililites

$119,445.00 $34,467.50 $153,912.50 $153,912.50

Kingsley Associaton - This group will receive these funds to hire the 

staff, pay for the cost of operating the PC Lab space including rent, 

telephone, marketing, staff and volunteer clearances, trainers, 

broadband services, and utililites

$119,445.00 $34,467.50 $153,912.50 $153,912.50

Bloomfield Garfield Corporation - This group will receive these funds 

to hire the staff, pay for the cost of operating the PC Lab space 

including rent, telephone, marketing, staff and volunteer clearances, 

trainers, broadband services, and utililites

$119,445.00 $34,467.50 $153,912.50 $153,912.50

Centre Avenue YMCA - This group will receive these funds to hire the 

staff, pay for the cost of operating the PC Lab space including rent, 

telephone, marketing, staff and volunteer clearances, trainers, 

broadband services, and utililites

$119,445.00 $34,467.50 $153,912.50 $153,912.50
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Subtotal $477,780.00 $157,870.00 $635,650.00

g. Construction - If applicable, list 

construction costs Description

Federal 

Support

Matching 

Support Total

 $0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

h. Other -  List costs associated with 

grant subrecipients as well as other 

costs not listed above such as rent, 

technology (website hosting, internet 

connection), advertising (TV, radio, 

online), etc. Description

Federal 

Support

Matching 

Support Total

#Units (If 

Applicable)

Unit Cost (If 

Applicable) Total

Accounting $6,000.00 $1,000.00 $7,000.00 $0.00

Audit $2,000.00 $2,000.00 $0.00

Laprop Purchase Loan Fund $0.00 $20,000.00 $20,000.00 $0.00

$0.00 $0.00

Subtotal $8,000.00 $21,000.00 $29,000.00

$784,000.00 $211,000.00 $995,000.00

 

j. Indirect Charges $0.00

Total Eligible Project Costs $784,000.00 $211,000.00 $995,000.00

Match Percentage 21.2%

Explanation of Indirect Charges

Additional Budget Notes #########################################################################################################################################

i. Total Direct Charges (sum of a-h)
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